BRAND
IDENTITY

Guidelines
Revised February/2016

What is the purpose of these guidelines?
Lambda Theta Alpha strives to maintain the uniformity and simplicity of our
visual identity. This is especially true in light of the growing number of members
and chapters across the nation. Along with this growth, the number of images
and logos in use has also increased.
These identity guidelines have been developed as a foundation for generating
brand awareness and recognition that not only maintains the image that our
Founding Mothers created, but also increases the quality and efficiency of our
communication efforts. It is our goal moving forward to create a recognizable
brand that leaves a powerful impression. To this end, we are establishing a set of
approved images, colors, and type face along with guidelines for paraphernalia
to be used by our sisters and vendors.
It is our hope to form a brand voice that feels welcoming and confident.
Additionally, we hope that all our future communications will embody the
promise of the universal woman - celebrating diversity, the potential to achieve,
and the strength of sisterhood.
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Our

emblems

are a very valuable asset.

They are the elements that unify and represent our organization and our brand. They have been
especially designed to symbolize not only our name, but also what we stand for. Since they are
the most powerful visual elements within our brand, they must always be treated with respect.
They should be used only in conjunction with their approved colours.

01 The Shield

02 Wordmark

Usage should be limited to high impact
items only, e.g., business cards, padfolios,
sorority jackets, etc. Colours must be
sorority burgundy and grey as displayed.

Usage intended for general sorority
marketing and communication material.
May be used in sorority colours and reverse
format.

respect
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04 Recognizable Symbols
Include the crescent moon (always facing
left), the lady on the moon, palma and
concha. Usage intended for general sorority
marketing materials and graphics. May be
used in sorority burgundy and grey, as well as
reverse format.
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emblem usage

should follow the approved colours and specifications

listed below.

01 The Shield
respect

respect

Shield should be outlined in burgundy. If using against a
burgundy background, outline in grey. Should appear
unobstructed and should never include writing over it. It should
never appear over patterns or photographs where visual
1.75” elements interrupt the integrity of the shield. Size should not
deceed listed height.

02 Wordmark
0.55”

Alpha Chapter

Great Vibes font type

Wordmark should be placed on an uncluttered or light section. Do not
add embellishments like drop-shadows, embossings, etc. Reverse and
colored formats can be used against colored graphics/designs. Reverse
format should be used on photography. Size should not deceed listed
height. Should a chapter or area name be included, it must appear
centered after the wordmark in the format mentioned above. Size
should not exceed that of wordmark.
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0.80”

04 Recognizable Symbols
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Lambda Theta Alpha’s

tagline

,

“

”

Universal women. Redefining sisterhood.

reflects the sorority’s core vision of celebrating the multifaceted women who make up its
membership. These women develop into strong leaders who promote scholarly excellence,
the empowerment of women, cultural and political awareness, and community activism.
The women who help build Lambda Theta Alpha embody its principles of unity, love and
respect.
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colour palette

A traditional
has been chosen for visual
applications. These colours unify and help identify marketing materials for Lambda Theta Alpha.
In addition to the traditional colours, we have chosen shades and tints to serve as accents for
creating marketing or communication material. These colours are not to be used as the primary
colour for a logo or be used on any sorority paraphernalia.
HEX 660033

HEX CCCCCC

RGB 102 0 51

RGB 204 204 204

CMYK 40 100 55 47

CMYK 19 15 16 0

PANTONE 229 C

PANTONE 420 C

Which colour model should I use?
HEX should be used for any material designated for the web or monitor applications.
RGB should be used for projected imagery, PowerPoint or Keynote presentations and any graphic appearing
on a monitor.
CMYK should be used for printed brochures, invitations and documents including photography.
Pantone should be used for printing purposes requiring one or two spot colors.
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HEX 400020

HEX 624147

HEX 993D63

HEX A1798C

RGB 64 0 32

RGB 98 65 71

RGB 153 61 99

RGB 161 121 140

CMYK 55 87 58 69 CMYK 51 71 56 38

CMYK 36 88 41 12

CMYK 39 56 31 2

PANTONE 4975 C PANTONE 438 C

PANTONE 7640 C PANTONE 5145 C

HEX 8C8C8C

HEX 333333

RGB 140 140 140

RGB 51 51 51

CMYK 47 39 40 3

CMYK 69 63 62 58

PANTONE 423 C

PANTONE 440 C

accent palette
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typography

is another important element of our brand. In order to
create a visually confident brand image, it is essential to control the type styles used to
further strenghten the visual distinctiveness of Lambda Theta Alpha.

Asap

The Asap type family is our primary sorority font.
It is a nice, simple sans serif font. Use Asap wherever
possible.

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(.,:;?!€$&@*) 0123456789

Great Vibes

The Great Vibes type is our script font.
Great Vibes should be used for formalities.

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST UVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(.,:;?!€$&@*) 0123456789

Perpetua Tilting MT/Georgia

Our wordmark is comprised of these two serif fonts. They
will serve as secondary fonts for use in subheadlines or to
be used to accent body text. Georgia should also be used
for any web-based applications.

A
Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
(.,:;?!€$&@*) 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(.,:;?!€$&@*) 0123456789
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communication templates
respect

respect

Board of
Directors
[Name]

President

[Name]

Vice President of Internal
affairs

[Name]

Vice President of External
Affairs

[Name]

Vice President of
Administration

[Name]

Vice President of Finance

[Name]

Director of Risk Management

[Name]

Director of Alumnae
Affairs

[Name]

Director of Undergraduate
Affairs

[Name]

Director of Orientation

[Name]

Director of Recruitment and
Retention

www.lambdalady.org

Official sorority letterhead

[Mailing address] | directors@lambdalady.org | www.lambdalady.org

Official BOD letterhead
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Presentation Title

Subheadline/Description

Date - School Name
Presenter’s Name

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown
fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown
fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog.

Subheadline

1

Lambda Theta Alpha PowerPoint Cover and Information Slide with body text in Georgia font type.

Your Name

Title - Area | Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc.
e-mail hyperlink | www.lambdalady.org

Georgia font type. Bold. 14 pt.
Georgia font type. 12 pt.

Sorority e-mail signature
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paraphernalia

The following
guidelines must be followed when
using the sorority greek letters, shield or displaying any sorority information on greek apparel to
maintain the integrity of our brand.

FA
07

SP
09

Right sleeve displays semester and
year.

BO
L8

BO1
L8

Left sleeve displays chapter, line
number and/or individual number.

Note: Founding sisters can
replace “L8” with “Founder,”
“FS” or “FS#3.”
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01 Greek Letters

Greek letters can be displayed across the chest and on the bottom panel or pocket of sweatshirts. Placement
should never allow letters to be separated, i.e. over zippers. Vertical greek letters should be displayed on the left
side of garment. Letters can be moved to the right side when also displaying shield.

02 Shield

The shield must always be displayed on the front left side over the heart. It should never be worn on the back side
of a garment, except for sorority jackets. When using in conjunction with greek letters, the shield may be placed
above the letters. Use of shield limited to stoles, blazers, cardigans and sorority jackets.

03 Sorority Information
03.1 Front of Garment

Full name can be displayed on the right side of garment. Line name inital may be included following
name, but should never be displayed as a middle intital. If displaying information on bottoms, it should be
displayed on the front side.

03.2 Back of Garment

Last name or public line name can be displayed at the top. Individual number, chapter name and/or
collective line name may also be displayed. No information or image should ever be placed on the
backside of pants or shorts. Shield may only be displayed centered on the back of sorority jacket.

04 Colors

Only official sorority colors may be used on paraphernalia with the exception of the perla(s), which may be
displayed in white.

05 Custom Designs

Members desiring to create sorority para (for personal use or to sell) must obtain written approval via the Para
Approval Request form on OrgSync. The vendors selected to produce sorority items must be licensed vendors with
Greek Licensing. To find a list of licensed sorority vendors, visit www.greeklicensing.com.
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social media

has become a new vital channel for our brand’s voice and
content. Every opportunity to syndicate Lambda Theta Alpha’s content and increase the sorority’s
visibility is valuable. This is important because it simultaneously makes the sorority more accessible to
potential new members and more recognizable to audiences with which we interact. In order for the
sorority’s presence to become stronger, chapters must follow the guidelines listed to maintain
consistency.

01 Creating an account

01.1 Naming Conventions

Social media handles should consist of the following formats:
LTA[Chapter name] OR LTA[Area name]
Ex. LTAAlpha, LTANJA2

Note: To change an existing account, go to Admin
Panel > Edit Page > Update Info

@LTA_[Chapter name]
Ex. @LTA_Alpha
@LTA_[Chapter name]
Ex. @LTA_Alpha
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01.2 Setting Up a Profile

When prompted to input a name, type in

[Chapter Letters] Chapter of Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc.
Ex. Alpha Chapter of Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc.

When applicable, insert school’s location where appropriate.
In the bio or about section, input the sorority’s slogan, “Universal Women. Redeﬁning Sisterhood.”
In the space provided to list a website, input your chapter’s website and/or the national website
(www.lambdalady.org).

01.3 Account Approval

After social media accounts have been created and completely set up, approval will need to be obtained from
the Vice President of External Affairs. To do so, a Social Media Account Approval Request form will need to be
filled out on the members portal on Orgsync. Once approved, you will be able to market your accounts.

Lambda Theta Alpha has taken proactive measures to provide guidelines to ensure positive media portrayal. You can
reference the full set of guidelines within the Standing Rules, Chapter 2, Section II: Policy on Member Conduct to
confirm compliance.
Be sure to follow the sorority’s national accounts:

@lta1975

@lta1975

www.facebook.com/lambdaladies
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contact information
For questions or clarifications, please contact the public relations committee:

E-mail: publicrelations@lambdalady.org

